Monitoring of respiratory movement of the diaphragm for gated radiotherapy.
In order to obtain a respiratory signal for gated radiotherapy, diaphragm movement was monitored. To obtain the diaphragm signal, an image brightness stabilizer for fluoroscopy of an X-ray simulator was used. The image brightness stabilizer output electric current in response to image brightness, which changed with diaphragm movement. The electric current was recorded as the diaphragm signal and compared with the abdominal wall signal, which was obtained by monitoring the height of the abdominal wall using a laser displacement sensor. A regular diaphragm signal was obtained in all of nine patients. At 70% expiration of the abdominal wall signal, the diaphragm signal ranged from 35% to 70% expiration (median, 55%). At 30% inspiration of the abdominal wall signal, the diaphragm signal ranged from 10% to 30% inspiration (median, 20%). A regular diaphragm signal could be conveniently obtained utilizing an image brightness stabilizer. The diaphragm signal tended to be delayed in comparison with the abdominal wall signal.